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New Top-Shelf Redneck Dating & Singles Site For Rednecks Everywhere! Cousins Not
Allowed
Oh sure you're out there, but sometimes you can't get attention at the speedway. No worries. Bellywag aims
to hookup rednecks of all shapes & stripes. The goal is to be the leading redneck dating website. They've
put together something real special.
WILMINGTON, N.C. - July 29, 2017 - PRLog -- A small group of Carolina redneck techies plan to
revolutionize redneck and country dating. Years of traveling to most states one thing noticed early on by the
group was that redneck was an attitude, not a location. The experience of the group has proven that
rednecks exist in the north, south, east & west, and all points in between. And of course they have no
problem finding love on their on but why not make it even easier. Spread the love.
Working on the concept and platform for some time the group decided to up it a notch or two. So instead of
some basic website offering messaging and winks, bellywag has taken it far beyond. Offering all the
bells-and-whistles of any proper dating site (and then some, for sure), bellywag is setting a new standard in
online dating that others are certain to follow. When asked the group expresses no desire to move into more
generalized dating services, but plans instead to focus on what's most important and what they know best the American Redneck.
Privacy is most important at bellywag. Members can expect it, and trust in it. The group states point blank
that zero member information will be shared with anyone, ever, not now and not later. The good people
looking for love and happiness at bellywag can rest easy knowing their information, pictures and
communications are safe from prying eyes. Couple thisphilosophy with the robust, diverse nature of the
web service offering for premium members and one can easily see the attraction. These people have taken
the whole thing to a whole new level. They offer all sorts of interaction vehicles among members from
instant messages to phone or video chat to virtual chats with avatars. These people aren't fooling around.
When asked they concur that most redneck dating websites are just half-assing it, and they plan not to be a
party. They look to tomorrow with big smiles for all involved.
The ever expanding feature-rich platform already appears boundless in the minds of the thinkers behind the
show. In addition they offer a social media aspect to their service where members can share ideas and make
friends, they can also share private pictures with only designated members for greater privacy. And all
standard members can "ignite sexy powers" for even more features at present. A dear bellywag blog is in its
infancy yet plans exist for a dating advice section where anyone can submit a question or circumstance and
members can chime in on the solution if they wish. The whole thing is impressive indeed.
So from the looks of it all (assuming bellywag has anything to do with it) one can expect to see even more
rednecks in the coming years. Bellywag plans to play a pivotal role in the meetings of rednecks, and the
building of long-lasting relationships. And for anyone who knows rednecks, you know they already know
how to make babies, they've got that part down to a science. Bellywag simply hopes to unite rednecks from
all areas of the country (even world) and play a slight role in helping build stronger redneck communities
with strengthened genetic diversity. So get used to it.
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